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Polymer gels can be used in the fabrication of materials for filtering liquid and gaseous 
media, solid-state electrolytes, and transdermal medical patches. This diverse range of 
applications primarily relies on the transport and mechanical properties of polymer gels. 
Both sets of properties have shown excellent tunability, but typically in a coupled 
fashion. Establishing the independent tunability of the transport and mechanical 
properties of polymer gels (using simple, cost-effective methods) is paramount if polymer 
gels are to be used to their full potential. Specifically, block copolymer gels self-assemble 
into organized nanoscale networks within the gel solvent, which allows for facile control 
of material properties. Mechanical properties can be tuned by altering gel network 
connectivity, which does not have an effect on solute transport rate. Solute transport rate 
is affected by polymer concentration and solvent choice. Two formulation methods were 
used in this work to independently tune the mechanical and transport properties of block 
copolymer gels. Gel mechanical behavior was tuned independently of solute transport 
rate via exchanging triblock and diblock copolymers (to change network connectivity) at 
constant polymer concentration. Solute transport rate was tuned independently of 







Novel drug delivery devices have been an active area of scientific research for decades. 
Some of the most notable drug delivery devices include injectable media, aerosols, and 
ingestable tablets each of which is designed  to transport therapeutic compounds to a 
targeted area and/or to protect the compound from the digestive tract. These drug delivery 
methods typically rely on diffusion, degradation, or affinity-based mechacanisms. 
Injected, or ingested, drug delivery devices can potentially expose the patient to 
moderately toxic reagents. Transdermal patches (fabric patches worn on the external 
surface of the skin) offer a safer alternative by serving as a totally external drug delivery 
device which also allows the drug to avoid the intestinal tract and are minimally invasive 
for the patient.
1
 Despite such advantages, transdermal patches are underutilized. One 
major reason transdermal patches are not implimented more often is the potential for 
overdose if the patch experiences mechanical failure and ruptures.
2
 As a result, the 
mechanical properties of materials used for transdermal patch fabrication must be 
considered in addition to drug delivery capabilities. 
Styrenic copolymers have been used for transdermal patch fabrication by the 
pharmaceutical community,
3–5
 but an understanding of the underlying physics and 
chemistry behind their success for such applications is sparse. The goal of this thesis is to 
work towards bridging the gap between the fundamental science and application of block 
copolymer gels as potential transdermal patches, using the principles of materials science 




Use of block copolymers to fabricate transdermal patches hinges strongly on their 
transport and mechanical properties. Current literature describes how to tune each set of 
properties individually, but not independently. An increase in elastic modulus (i.e., 
stiffness) is typically coupled to a decreased rate of mass transport (i.e., slower drug 
release). This constraint limits what could otherwise be a highly versatile class of 
materials. It is therefore of great interest to establish a method to independently tune the 
transport and mechanical properties of block copolymer materials, like those used for 
transdermal drug-delivery among other applications. Following a discussion of 
background information for context, this thesis focuses on two unique formulation 
schemes toward achieving independent tunability of transport and mechanical properties 
of styrenic block copolymer gels: varying mechanical properties with fixed release rate 
(Chapter 3) and varying release rate with fixed mechanical properties (Chapter 4). 
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2.1 Advances in Transdermal Patches Utilizing Styrenic Copolymers 
Styrenic block copolymers have proven useful for the fabrication of several products, the 
most notable, here, is transdermal medical patches. Conventional designs of transdermal 
patches include an external backing, a drug reservoir, and a pressure-sensitive adhesive. 
Additional components occasionally used include a rate controlling membrane and a 
tackifier to increase adhesion.
1,2
 Styrenic block copolymer gel patches are advantageous 
in that they can encompass multiple functions (for example, adhesion, rate control, and 
drug reservoir) in a single material.
3,4
 Work by the pharmaceutical community has 
progressed the implementation of several triblock copolymers with stryenic endblocks 
and varying midblocks (ethylene-co-propylene, isoprene, etc.).
3,5
 
Styrene-(ethylene-co-butylene)-styrene (SEBS) copolymers have been used for the 
fabrication of transdermal patches because they facilitate controllable adhesion, 
mechanical properties, and release of a drug.
3,6,7
 Several studies have measured 
mechanical properties of copolymers used for transdermal patch fabrication using 
rheology, tensile testing, and adhesion measurements. While this is valuable, linking 
these changes in mechanical properties to molecular underpinnings via structure-property 
principles needs to be improved. Molecular effects not discussed by the pharmaceutical 
studies include contributions to mechanical properties due to connectivity versus 
entanglement of the polymer chains, the propensity of a triblock copolymer to form a 
loop versus a bridge, etc. Characterization of drug transport via copolymer gel patches 
has also been performed, but the results and corresponding modeling leave much to be 




present profiles of drug concentration versus time, which is certainly valuable, but 
modeling these kinds of profiles using the principles of transport phenomena would allow 
for a clearer presentation of how molecular affects alter release rate. Therefore, further 
work is needed to: 1) establish meaningful relationships between copolymer 
structure/conformation and mechanical behavior, 2) clearly quantify release rate and 
relate it to gel formulation, and 3) establish independent tunability of the transport and 
mechanical properties of SEBS copolymer gels for transdermal patch fabrication. 
2.2 Nanostructure and Self-Assembly in Block Copolymer Gels 
2.2.1 Block Copolymer Self-Assembly 
Multicomponent block copolymer systems, such as SEBS gels, exhibit self-assembly into 
organized nanostructures, which ultimately gives rise to their desirable properties. Self-
assembly of copolymer melts will be discussed first to build foundational understanding. 
This will be followed by the more complicated case of gel self-assembly. 
Self-assembly of copolymer melts results when copolymers with chemically dissimilar A 
and B blocks are cooled below the order-disorder threshold. The driving force behind this 
self-assembly is a thermodynamic balance of enthalpy and entropy which aims to 
minimize total energy in the system. Enthalpic contributions are defined by the energetic 
repulsions between the chemically dissimilar blocks which undergo microphase 
separation. These contributions are quantified by the Flory-Huggins interaction 
parameter, χ. For a system comprised of AB diblock copolymers, the Flory-Huggins 
parameter is denoted χAB, where the subscripts denote which two species’ interaction is 




Entropic contributions arise from the fact that the copolymer chains prefer a coiled 
structure. This contradicts the enthalpic effects which seek to maximize the distance 
between the dissimilar blocks by stretching them in a linear fashion to minimize 
repulsions. Entropic effects are quantified via the degree of polymerization, N, and the 
relative volume fraction of each block, which is usually expressed as the volume fraction 
of the A block, fA.   
Although enthalpy and entropy affect microphase separation, volume fraction affects 
packing geometry strongest and thus emerges as the primary influence on domain 
geometry. Theory has been used to generate a general phase diagram for diblock melts 












Caveats exist when using this description of self-assembly for gels, which employ 
polymer and solvent. For a polymer gel consisting of a triblock copolymer denoted ABA 
and a solvent S, there exists three Flory-Huggins interaction parameters: χAB, χAS, and χBS. 
The latter two describe the interaction of each block with the solvent. This set of three of 
chi values would form a four-dimensional phase diagram. Assumption of a perfectly 
selective solvent, which means the solvent has a similar chemical structure as the 
midblock, fixes χBS to zero and χAS to the same value as χAB. Thus, χAB remains the 
primary descriptor of enthalpic effects. The degree of polymerization, N, plays a similar 
role when considering gels instead of melts as does the volume fraction of A block which 




a gel, 𝜙𝐴,𝑔𝑒𝑙, is different from that in a melt in that it is described by the volume of A 





𝑣𝑜𝑙𝑢𝑚𝑒  𝑜𝑓 𝑐𝑜𝑝𝑜𝑙𝑦𝑚𝑒𝑟
𝑣𝑜𝑙𝑢𝑚𝑒 𝑜𝑓 𝑔𝑒𝑙
)                          (2.2.1.1) 
Volume fraction of the A block is therefore calculated differently for a gel, but its effects 
on microphase separation are ubiquitous with polymer melts.
9,12,13
 Morphologies for a 
binary system of ABA triblock copolymer and a midblock-selective solvent have been 
described in the form of a phase diagram, shown below as Figure 2.2.1.2.
14
  Phase 
behavior is described using degree of polymerization, the Flory-Huggins interaction 
parameter for the A and B blocks, and the volume fraction of solvent, ϕS, which is 
related to the volume fraction of A block in the gel through the following equation 
ϕS = 1 − (𝜙𝐴,𝑔𝑒𝑙 + 𝜙𝐵,𝑔𝑒𝑙) = 1 − 𝜙𝑐𝑜𝑝𝑜𝑙𝑦𝑚𝑒𝑟,𝑔𝑒𝑙                           (2.2.1.2) 
Where 𝜙𝐵,𝑔𝑒𝑙 is the volume fraction of B block in the gel, and is calculated in the same 





Figure 2.2.1.2. Phase diagram for a system comprised of ABA triblock copolymer 
(SEBS, 𝑓𝐴 ≈ 0.26) and midblock-selective solvent (mineral oil, MO). Phases are labeled 
as bicontinuous gyroid (B), hexagonal cylinders (C), body-centered cubic spheres (S), 
and disorded spheres (D).
14
 
Beyond the self-assembly discussed above, crosslinking can occur in block copolymer 
gels when using an ABA triblock copolymer due to the bridging capability of triblock 
copolymers. The triblock molecules either form bridges (two different endblock domains 
are tethered together via the midblock) or loops (the two endblocks of the triblock 
molecule are in the same domain). Interlocked loops can also occur. Bridging of triblock 
molecules allows the endblock domains to function as physical crosslinks. Physical 
crosslinking results in retained processing capabilities, increased elasticity, and superior 




Use of both triblock and diblock copolymer makes tuning the connectivity of crosslinks 
simple. Diblock copolymers are not able to form bridges so modulating relative amounts 




causes significant changes to physical properties.
17,18
 Alternatively, solvent selection, 
beyond choosing a solvent that is midblock selective, does not alter self-assembly, but it 
does affect physical properties. Hydrogels have been long proven materials, but not 
without drawbacks. Drying-out due to solvent evaporation is a common challenge 
associated with hydrogel research. Use of a low volatility organic oil remedies this issue. 
Organic oils as solvents for gel fabrication provide superior tunability, as a variety of 
solvents with differing properties (viscosity, etc.) can be utilized.
19
 
2.2.2 Surfactant Reverse Self-Assembly 
Additional functionality in the form of physical property modulation, controlled mass 
transport, etc., can be gained via the incorporation of an amphiphilic nanocarrier.
6,20–22
 
Amphiphilic molecules (molecules possessing distinct hydrophobic and hydrophilic 
regions) self-assemble due to enthalpic forces (similar to χN), geometric packing (similar 
to the effects of copolymer volume fracition), and entropy (entropy is gained through the 
disruption of hydrogen bonding in aqueous solvent). Much like the order-disorder 
threshold, once enough amphiphilic moelcules are in solution, the critical micelle 
concentration is reached, and above this concentration the amphiphiles undergo 
spontaneous self-assembly into one of several morphologies. The specific morphology 
that forms is dependent upon the molecular geometry of the amphiphile. This self-









Figure 2.2.2.1 Amphiphile self-assembly based on molecular geometry.
23 
 
The specific case of spherical geometry gives rise to the familiar micelle, in which a 
hydrophobic core is surrounded by a hydrophilic corona. There also exists the case of the 
reverse micelle, in which the surrounding matrix is a hydrophobic solvent (such as 
aliphatic mineral oil) instead of hydrophilic. Entropy gain is not a factor for reverse 
micelle self-assembly (no solvent hydrogen bonding is present), and thus ampiphile 
choice is considerably limited to amphiphiles with strong enthalpic repulsion to solvent 




amphiphiles and take on the reverse spherical geometry with a hydrophilic core and 
hydrophobic corona.
23
 Incorporating reverse micelles into organogel fabrication allows 
for enhanced control of transport properties, among other benefits. 
As part of the research presented in this thesis, block copolymer gels which employ an 
organic solvent to induce self-assembly of endblock domains and include an amphiphilic 
nanocarrier which self-assembles into secondary domains (reverse micelles) are 
fabricated. We term these materials dual-domain organogels (DDOGs).  
2.3 Structural Characterization via Small Angle X-ray Scattering 
Structural characterization of block copolymer gels is often used to link nanostructure 
and macroscopic properties. Among other methods, small angle X-ray scattering (SAXS) 
serves as a key way to quantify the nanostructure of soft materials, and it is the primary 
method used in this work to elucidate structure-property relationships of DDOGs.  
SAXS data is collected by subjecting a sample to an X-ray beam of wavelength λ (Figure 
2.3.1). A raw 2D scattering pattern is formed when the X-ray beam strikes the sample and 
scatters at a half angle θ (typically less than 5˚). The X-rays scatter based on the presence 
of seperate microscopic phases with differences in electron density. The 2D pattern is 
converted to a 1D profile consisting of scattering intensity, I(q), versus scattering vector, 







and allow probing distances of ~0.5-500 nm. X-ray scattering produces data in 
units of inverse space. Specific geometric modeling of the data (see following chapters 






Figure 2.3.1. Simplified diagram of SAXS measurement.
24
 
2.4 Mass Transport in Block Copolymer Gels 
Block copolymer gels have shown the ability to facilitate selective, tunable mass 
transport which can be used for several applications.
22,25,26
 Changes in mesh size 
(distance between network chains) allow the gel network to be selective for the size of 
various molecules. Alterations of the molecular architecture allows a gel to transport 
various species at different rates. Polymer chains serve as topological barriers that hinder 
mass transport, and it has been shown in polymer-solvent mixtures that increases in total 
polymer content (i.e., the amount of obstructive mass) cause a slower transport rate and 
lower diffusivities.
27
 This allows polymer gels to function as tunable transport devices, 
such as drug-delivery devices and filtration media. Inclusion of a nanocarrier (e.g., a 
reverse micelle) adds another dimension of functionality. Size and chemical composition 
of the nanocarrier can be chosen to control mass transport rate and which molecules are 








Analysis of macroscopic transport phenomena (e.g., of solute through a polymer gel) is 
performed via the equations of change which are derived from continuum mechanics. 
Mass transfer processes obey the species equation of continuity (taken in cylindrical 
coordinates in this case) 



























] + 𝑟𝛼   (2.4.1) 
where 𝜌 is mass density, 𝜔𝛼is the mass fraction of species 𝛼, 𝑡 is time, 𝑗𝛼 is the mass flux 
of species 𝛼, 𝑟𝛼 accounts for any reactions of species 𝛼, and 𝑣𝑟 , 𝑣𝜃, and 𝑣𝑧 are the 𝑟, 𝜃, 
and 𝑧 components of velocity, respectively. Assumption of constant properties leads to 
the familiar Navier-Stokes-Fick species mass balance 






























] + 𝑟𝛼 (2.4.2) 
where 𝐷𝛼𝛽 is the diffusivity of species 𝛼 in a binary system of 𝛼 and 𝛽. It is at this point 
that assumptions about the specific system in this work are utilized. During diffusion 
experimentation, a polymer gel disk loaded with nanocarrier is placed into a sufficient 
large, stirred bath of the same solvent used to formulate the gel. No reaction or 
degradation of the gel occurs. Based on the physical setting of the experiments to be 
modeled, the following assumptions are made: there is no reaction (𝑟𝛼 = 0), there is no 








Note the relationship 









) = 𝐶                         (2.4.3) 
where 𝐶 is the concentration of species 𝛼. Using this relationship in addition to the 
assumptions stated above yields the two-dimensional diffusion equation shown below. 














]                                             (2.4.4) 
Scaling analysis yields a rescaled two-dimensional diffusion equation 





























, 𝑅 is the radius of the disk, and 𝐿 is the 
diffusion length (half the thickness of the disk). When the radius of disk samples is 
considerably larger than their thickness, the two-dimensional diffusion equation can be 
approximated as the one-dimensional diffusion equation. For example, samples examined 






0.02, which means radial diffusion only accounts for approximately two percent of total 
diffusion. Finally, a rescaled, one-dimensional diffusion equation is formed.  






2                                                           (2.4.6) 
One initial condition and two boundary conditions are needed to solve the differential 
equation in Equation 2.4.6. The initial condition 




sets the initial concentration of the nanocarrier, at all 𝑧 locations within the gel, to a value 
𝐶0. Rescaling the initial condition using the same time, spatial, and concentration scales 
as before yields the scaled form of the initial condition. 
                                                       𝐶𝑠(𝑧𝑠, 0) = 1                                                        (2.4.8) 
The first boundary condition states the concentration gradient at the center of the disk is 
zero. In other words, all nanocarrier molecules diffuse outward away from the center of 
the gel disk following the path of least resistance. 
                                                           
𝜕𝐶(0,𝑡)
𝜕𝑧
= 0                                                         (2.4.9) 
Rescaling analysis is again performed on the first boundary condition. 
                                                          
𝜕𝐶𝑠(0,𝑡𝑠)
𝜕𝑧𝑠
= 0                                                      (2.4.10) 
The second boundary condition describes the boundary between the outer surface of the 
gel disk and the bath as a balance of outward diffusion of nanocarrier from the gel 
interior and external convective removal of the nanocarrier in the bath 
                                            𝐷
𝜕𝐶(𝐿,𝑡)
𝜕𝑧
= −𝑘[𝐶(𝐿, 𝑡) − 𝐶∞]                                        (2.4.11) 
where 𝐷 is diffusivity, 𝑘 is the mass transfer coefficient, and 𝐶∞ is the concentration of 
nanocarrier in the bath far away from the disk. Scaling analysis yields the rescaled 
boundary condition  
                                                   
𝜕𝐶𝑠(1,𝑡𝑠)
𝜕𝑧𝑠




Where Bi is the Biot number. Assuming Bi>>1 via a well-stirred bath allows equation 
2.4.12 to be reduced to  
                                                      𝐶𝑠(1, 𝑡𝑠) = 0                                                        (2.4.13) 
The separation of variables technique which assumes a total product solution can be used 
to solve the system outlined above. The resulting solution takes the form 
                 
𝑚
𝑚0
= ∫ {∑ [
4(−1)𝑛+1
𝜋(2𝑛−1)













    (2.4.14) 
where 𝑚 is the mass of nanocarrier at a given time and 𝑚0 is the initial mass of 
nanocarrier. The solution can be approximated using only the 𝑛 = 1 term because the 
solution is an exponential decay and therefore the 𝑛 = 1 term is the longest lasting (and 
most dominant). Use of the 𝑛 = 1 term forms the final version of model solution shown 
below in unscaled form. 









𝑡]                                                  (2.4.15) 
Equation 2.4.14 is the model used to obtain diffusivities for the project outlined in 
Chapter 4 of this thesis (the release kinetics model used in Chapter 3 is outlined in that 
respective chapter). 
Both models (i.e., that described in Equation 2.4.14 and the release kinetics model 
applied in Chapter 3) use retained mass (
𝑚
𝑚0
) versus time data to determine a diffusivity, 
or release constant, for each polymer gel formulation. The general form of the resulting 





Figure 2.4.1. Retained mass profiles at varying diffusivity values based on equation 








). Beer’s Law, expressed as 
                                                    𝐴 = 𝑙 ∑ 𝜀𝑖𝑐𝑖𝑖                                                   (2.4.16) 
where A is absorbance, l is pathlength, εi is the molar absorptivity, and ci is the 
concentration of species i, can be used to relate FTIR absorbance to retained mass. 
Retained mass uses a ratio of mass at time t and the initial mass, so a similar ratio of 
Beer’s Law is taken: 






                                                (2.4.17)  
For the case of a preswollen polymer gel, pathlength remains constant (𝑙𝑡 = 𝑙0). For a 
given functional group on a molecule, molar absorptivity is constant. Volume of the gel 

















                                                                (2.4.18) 
2.5 Mechanical Properties of Block Copolymer Gels 
In addition to transport properties, mechanical properties are responsible for the 
functionality of block copolymer gels. Block copolymer gels behave as crosslinked 
rubbers when subjected to mechanical stress and exhibit nonlinear stress-strain behavior. 
Mechanical studies of polymer gels are numerous, and the basis of their mechanical 
properties is well-described.
28–30
 As is the case with transport properties, mechanical 
properties are affected by total polymer content in polymer solvent mixtures. Increases in 
total polymer content typically result in higher modulus values. Mechanical properties, 
unlike transport properties, are affected by gel network connectivity, with crosslinking 
chains and chain entanglements being the two main contributions to the mechanical 
compliance (i.e., the inverse of modulus) of a gel. Modulus values are higher for a more 
densely crosslinked network. A similar relationship exists for the entanglement of 
polymer chains - more entanglements typically results in higher modulus values. 
Rubenstein and Panyukov derived a model which captures both the crosslink and 
entanglement contributions to the modulus of a rubber network.
31
 Previous theories of 
polymer network mechanics often described entanglement contributions using either a 
slip-link or tube model when considering entanglement topology. Slip-link theory treats 




surface of the two connected chains, and can pass through other slip-links. The distance 
the slip-link can travel is a parameter chosen by the user.  While slip-link models assume 
only a pair of chains form entanglements, tube models assume several chains form 
entanglements and thus a mean field treatment is used. Rubenstein combined aspects of 
slip-link and tube models to form the slip-tube network (STN) model.
31
 
The slip-tube network treats topological entanglements of polymer chains in the 
following way: entanglements are confined to a tube as is the case for tube models, but 
the attachment of a chain to the tube is not treated as immobile, but rather as slip-links. 
As a result, one end of an entangled chain is attached to the elastic network in a fixed 
fashion while the other end is attached in a mobile fashion on a set plane (the tube). The 
density of slip-links is therefore defined as 
𝐿
𝑁
, where 𝐿 is the number of slip-links 
between each chain comprised of 𝑁 monomers (𝐿 = 𝑁 implies a slip-link on every 
monomer). This treatment of entanglement topology leads to a theoretical modulus 
contribution due to entanglements defined as 
                                                  𝐺𝑒 =
4
7
𝑣𝑘𝑇𝐿                                                              (2.5.1) 
where 𝐺𝑒 is the contribution to the modulus due to entanglements, 𝑣 is the number 
density of polymer chains, 𝑘 is Boltzmann’s constant, 𝑇 is temperature, and 𝐿 is the 
number of slip-links. 
The slip-tube network model defines contributions to the modulus due to the crosslinked 
network as 
                                                𝐺𝑐 = 𝑣𝑘𝑇 (1 −
2
Φ




where Φ is network functionality. Numerically solving the model allows for the 
determination of entanglement normalization via an approximate solution in the range of 
0.1 < 𝜆 < 10, which takes the form 






                                      (2.5.3) 
where 𝑓∗(𝜆−1) is the Mooney ratio and 𝜆 is stretch, 
𝑙
𝑙0
, (𝑙  is sample length, 𝑙0 is gauge 
length) which is related to strain by 
𝑙
𝑙0
= 1 + 𝜀, where 𝜀 is strain. Assessing the two limits 
of the Mooney ratio and solving for engineering stress yields the final form of the slip-
tube network model: 









2 ) 𝑓(𝜙)                          (2.5.4) 
where 𝜎𝑒𝑛𝑔 is engineering stress, and 𝑓(𝜙) accounts for additional mechanical affectors 
(i.e., filler molecules in a composite material, glassy domains within a rubber network, 
etc.). An example stress-strain plot showing the total STN model along with individual 





Figure 2.5.1. Example modulus component contributions (𝐺𝑐 in red, 𝐺𝑒 in blue) to the 
total STN model (black). 
The STN model agrees with experimental stress-strain data of crosslinked rubber 
networks at strains less than ca. 300%. Stress profiles of crosslinked rubbers often show 
an upward inflection at strains greater than 300%, a phenomena known as strain 
hardening. The STN model uses a Gaussian statistical treatment of  polymer end-to-end 
distance, which is invalid at high strains where the chains have been stretched to a 
uniform distance well beyond equilibrium. Strain hardening is therefore not accounted for 
by the STN model, and thus it is standard practice to only model data at less than 300% 
strain. The possible existence of hard particles, such as glassy regions of a polymer 
network, further complicates high strain uniaxial behavior, as cross-sectional 
impingement of the hard particles could exacerbate strain hardening. 
2.6 Conclusion 
The chemistry and physics of block copolymers, as well as their potential applications, 
have been discussed. The key aspect of formulation-structure-property relationships still 




formulation on transport properties should be modeled using diffusivity with mechanical 
property changes modeled using the STN model. These methods will be used to quantify 
the effects of changing the relative amounts of triblock and diblock copolymer (Chapter 
3) and solvent viscosity (Chapter 4) on the transport and mechanical properties of 
DDOGs to further their implimentation as materials for transdermal patch fabrication. 
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3. Effect of Network Connectivity on the Mechanical and Transport 
Properties of Block Copolymer Gels 
3.1 Introduction  
Polymer gels have developed into a prolific class of materials due to a plethora of 
formulation schemes, which leads to a variety of useful properties. These properties 
consequently afford gels the capacity to satisfy a number of applications. Such 
applications include flexible electronics and fuel cells
1–3










 While hydrogels have fulfilled several of these roles, 
particularly in the realm of drug delivery, lesser-studied organogels are also capable of 
satisfying many of these applications
10–13
 and have even been proposed recently as 
transdermal drug delivery devices.
14,15
 Physically crosslinked organogels in particular 
offer several advantages when compared to traditional hydrogels. Physical crosslinking 
allows for retained processability and superior elasticity and fatigue resistance.
16,17
 
Additionally, the use of low-volatility, high-boiling oils as the solvent prevents gels from 
drying-out and provides a large operating temperature window.
18
 
One mechanism for forming physically crosslinked organogels is employment of an ABA 
triblock copolymer and a midblock selective solvent. This combination drives self-
assembly via microphase separation of the copolymer endblocks resulting in distinct 
endblock domains of various sizes and geometries depending on the polymer 
concentration and block composition.
19–23
 Furthermore, the ABA copolymer architecture 
necessitates that midblocks are tethered to endblock domains at both termini. This 
requirement yields one of two possible midblock conformations: looped (both termini are 




endblock domains). The latter conformation, along with interlocked loop/bridge and 
loop/loop pairs,
24
 leads to a system-spanning network of endblock domains that yields a 
physically crosslinked gel where the endblock domains are the gel crosslinks.  
The functionality of physically crosslinked organogels can be enhanced by including a 
surfactant, or other additive, that is capable of self-assembly alongside the block 
copolymer. The separate self-assembled units are, as a result, not attached to the gel 
network and can move freely within the gel enabling them to serve as nanocarriers for 
molecular cargo. The simplest form of surfactant self-assembly in oil is reverse micelles, 
which consist of polar headgroups making up the micelle cores and aliphatic tails 
forming the solvophilic coronae. Herein, we term physically crosslinked organogels 
containing reverse micelles as dual domain organogels (DDOGs) where the phrase “dual 
domain” refers to the discrete endblock and reverse micelle domains. It is worth noting 
that the copolymer midblocks and gel solvent comprise the continuous matrix 






Figure 3.1.1. Theoretical depiction of DDOG nanostructure with varying relative triblock 
copolymer amount, Wtri (indicated). Purple regions represent crosslink domains, blue regions 
represent reverse micelles, and the green region represents the midblock and solvent matrix 
space. Bridged midblock chains are highlighted in red.  
Our discussion so far has considered DDOGs as containing an ABA triblock copolymer, 
oil, and a surfactant. In this formulation scheme, gels’ network connectivity (i.e., the 
degree of molecular interconnection of crosslink domains through bridged and 
interlocking looped midblocks) is greatly affected by triblock copolymer 
concentration
25,26
 and, as a result, increasing copolymer concentration causes increases in 
gels’ stiffness and strength.
27,28
 The rate of solute transport within gels, on the other hand, 
generally decreases with increasing polymer concentration because polymer chains serve 
as barriers to diffusion.
29,30
 Clearly, mechanical behavior and nanocarrier mobility are 
inexorably linked through copolymer concentration. We hypothesize that modulating 
DDOGs network connectivity independent of total copolymer concentration will allow 
for decoupling of mechanical and transport properties. In order to accomplish this, one 




architecture retains the capacity to self-assemble and maintains the total copolymer and 
individual block concentrations in gels, but does not have the ability to interconnect 
endblock domains. Therefore, gel network connectivity decreases as more triblock 
copolymer is replaced with diblock copolymer, which is captured by the parameter Wtri 
(the fraction of total copolymer accounted for by triblocks, Figure 3.1.1).
31
 Multiple 
studies have shown that decreasing the concentration of triblock copolymer in gels with 
fixed total polymer concentration, wp, leads to a reduction in gel modulus.
27,32,33
 
Alternatively, solute transport within gels is expected to primarily be a function of wp 
since diblock and triblock copolymers contribute equally to total copolymer 
concentration. 
The present study explores the structural, mechanical, and transport properties of 
ABA/AB DDOGs composed of poly[styrene-b-(ethylene-co-propylene)-b-styrene] 
(SEPS), poly[styrene-b-(ethylene-co-propylene)] (SEP), aliphatic mineral oil (MO), and 
dioctyl sodium sulfosuccinate (AOT). The effect of network connectivity, specifically, is 
assessed in three fixed-wp series (10 wt%, 20 wt%, and 30 wt%) each with varying 
amount of triblock (and consequently diblock) copolymer. 
3.2 Experimental Section 
Materials & Formulation 
All gels tested in this study were synthesized using the same poly[styrene-b-(ethylene-co-
propylene)] (SEP) diblock (Septon 1020, Mn ≈ 80 kDa, fPS = 36 wt%) and poly[styrene-b-
(ethylene-co-propylene)-b-styrene] (SEPS) triblock (Septon 2006, Mn ≈ 168 kDa, fPS = 35 
wt%) copolymers provided by Kuraray Co., Ltd. Hydrobrite PO 200 aliphatic mineral oil 




(VWR, ≥ 99.5%) served as the cosolvent used in gel preparation. Dioctyl sodium 
sulfosuccinate (AOT) (Sigma Aldrich, ≥ 97%) was used as the reverse micelle-forming 
surfactant. 
For gel fabrication, relevant species (copolymers, probe if desired, and MO) were mixed 
in toluene until a clear, uniform solution formed. The resulting solution was then 
subjected to rotary evaporation until all toluene had evaporated. Finally, the resulting gels 
were allowed to anneal in a vacuum oven under 0.95 atm vacuum at 120˚C overnight. In 
total, three series of DDOGs were synthesized, each with a distinct wp of 10 wt%, 20 
wt%, or 30 wt%. Within each series, Wtri was varied from 50 wt% to 100 wt%, and 
samples were prepared with and without 1 wt% AOT. 
SAXS Experiments 
Structural analysis of each sample was performed using small angle x-ray scattering 
(SAXS). SAXS experiments were performed on beam line 12-ID-B at the Advanced 
Photon Source within Argonne National Laboratory. An incident x-ray wavelength, λ, of 
0.93 Å was used. The beam line employs a Pilatus 2M detector, and a sample-to-detector 
distance, lsd, of 2.01 m was used. All experiments were conducted at ambient temperature 
and pressure and in transmission mode. The raw 2D scattering pattern from each sample 
was converted to a 1D profile consisting of scattering intensity, I(q), versus scattering 
vector, q, which is defined as q = 4πsin(θ)/λ where θ is the scattering half-angle, through 
azimuthal integration. Amorphous scattering from mineral oil was removed from gel 
scattering profiles through subtraction of pure mineral oil scattering and profiles were 







Mechanical analysis was performed using uniaxial tensile testing at a strain rate of 0.2 
mm/second and gauge length of 20 mm (i.e., a strain rate of 1% per second) in order to 
probe the elastic behavior of the gels. The DDOGs were melt-pressed into uniform strips 
of the following approximate dimensions: 7.5 mm width x 1.8 mm thickness. Testing was 
conducted on an ADMET eXpert 8000 planar biaxial tester (only one axis was used). 
Five replicate strips for each formulation were tested, with each strip tested only once. 
Tensile data was fit using the fittype function in MATLAB. 
Reverse Micelle Release Experiments 
Each gel formulation was melt-pressed into uniform 25 mm diameter x 1.5 mm thick 
disks. These disks were placed, in triplicate, into a jar of the same Hydrobrite PO 200 
mineral oil which is the gel solvent. Two jars were required per formulation: one with 
three disks which do not contain AOT (control samples), and one with three disks which 
do contain AOT (experimental samples). After the disks were placed into the mineral oil 
baths, they were periodically removed and subjected to gravimetric and FTIR 
measurements using a Thermo-Nicolet iS10 spectrometer. The instrument was purged 
with nitrogen at ambient temperature (≈20 °C), a resolution of 0.5 cm
−1
 was used, and 32 
scans/specimen were performed using a solid sample transmission holder. Retained mass 
profiles from FTIR analysis were fit using the fittype function in MATLAB. 
3.3 Results and Discussion 
Nanostructure Considerations 
The premise of this study relies upon varying the connectivity of gels’ crosslinked 




wp). Alteration of Wtri changes network connectivity since triblock copolymers have the 
ability to connect neighboring crosslink domains whereas diblock copolymers lack this 
capacity. Variation of connectivity based on Wtri has been confirmed experimentally and 
through simulations.
27,31 
Conversely, the copolymers used in the present study should 
yield crosslink domains of constant size and spacing across the range of Wtri studied (at 
fixed wp) since the diblock and triblock copolymers have similar PS fractions and the 
triblock copolymer is ca. twice the length of the diblock copolymer. SAXS was used to 
assess the validity of the latter point. Scattering profiles of gels within each of the three 
series (i.e., wp = 10 wt%, 20 wt%, and 30 wt%) are qualitatively the same (Figures A1, 
3.3.1, and A2, respectively).
 
Nanostructure dimensions are quantified and compared by fitting each data set with an 
appropriate model. By considering both reverse micelles and crosslinks as spherical 
domains,
34–37
 I(q) can be represented by 
               𝐼(𝑞) = 𝜙𝑅𝑀∆𝜌𝑅𝑀
2 𝑉𝑅𝑀𝑃𝑅𝑀(𝑞) + 𝜙𝑐𝑟∆𝜌𝑐𝑟
2 𝑉𝑐𝑟𝑃𝑐𝑟(𝑞)𝑆𝑐𝑟(𝑞) + 𝑏𝑘𝑔   (3.3.1) 
where ϕi, Δρi, and Pi(q) are the volume fraction, scattering length density contrast (see 
Table A1), and q-dependent form factor of i domains, respectively, Vi is the volume of a 
single i domain, Scr(q) is the q-dependent crosslink domain structure factor, and bkg is the 
incoherent scattering background. The subscripts RM and cr represent reverse micelle 






     (3.3.2) 
where ri is the domain radius (rRM for reverse micelles and rcr for crosslink domains). 








Figure 3.3.1. Scattering profiles and model fits for wp = 20 wt% gels with 1 wt% AOT and 
varying Wtri (as indicated). Model fits for each formulation are shown as alternating solid and 
dashed lines. Scattering profiles have been shifted vertically by a factor of 3
n
 for visual clarity, 
with the Wtri = 50 wt% sample representing the original scale. 
The parameters from fitting SAXS profiles confirm that gels of fixed wp retain basically 
identical nanoscale structure. Crosslink radius and the distance between crosslinks (dPS-PS 
= 2(rhs-rcr) where rhs is the hard sphere radius from the Scr(q) scattering contribution) are 
constant within each series (Figure 3.3.2). Crosslink volume fraction also remains 
unchanged with varying Wtri (Figure A3). Similarly, reverse micelles retain a core radius 




 for all samples containing 
AOT. Collectively, SAXS results confirm the proposition that only gel network 





Figure 3.3.2. Values of crosslink domain radius, rcr
 
(a), and distance between crosslink domains, 
dPS-PS
 
(b), for the wp = 10 wt%, 20 wt%, and 30 wt% series (indicated) of gels at varying Wtri. The 
lines serve as a guide for the eye. 
 
Gel Mechanical Behavior 
All formulations were subjected to quasi-static uniaxial tensile testing and, as a result, 
engineering stress versus strain profiles were obtained (Figures 3.3.3 and A4-A8). It can 
be observed that (i) increasing triblock content within each series resulted in a steeper 
stress-strain profile and (ii) the presence of 1 wt% AOT has a negligible effect on gels’ 
stress-strain behavior. The former point suggests that samples of higher Wtri exhibit larger 
moduli, which is in agreement with previous rheology, unconstrained compression, and 
tensile experiments.
27,32,33
 The latter point emphasizes that copolymer chains, unaffected 





Figure 3.3.3. Stress-strain profiles for gels of 20% total polymer content, 1 wt% AOT, and 
varying Wtri (as indicated). Slip-tube network model fits for each formulation are shown as 
alternating solid and dashed lines. 
To quantify moduli from nonlinear, elastic stress-strain profiles, data was modeled using 
the slip-tube network model first proposed by Rubinstein and Panyukov,
38
 which 
describes macroscopic stress, σ, by 









2 ) 𝑓(𝜙𝑐𝑟)   (3.3.3) 
where λzz is the extension ratio (= l/l0 = 1+ε where l and l0 are sample length and gauge 
length, respectively, and ε is strain), Gc and Ge are the crosslinked network (i.e., phantom 





The slip-tube network model fits DDOG stress-strain data well up to 
approximately 300%.
38
 At strains greater than 300%, profiles undergo an upward 
inflection that the model does not capture (Figure 3.3.3). Consequently, while organogels 
were able to withstand ≥500% strain without failure, stress-strain data was only fitted in 




Examination of fitted Gc values reveals that increasing the fraction of triblock copolymer 
results in a linear increase of Gc in all three fixed-wp series (Figure 3.3.4) and that the 
presence of 1 wt% AOT does not significantly affect values. 
 
Figure 3.3.4. Crosslink modulus contribution, Gc, with varying Wtri for the wp = 10 wt%, 20 wt%, 
and 30 wt% series of gels. Samples with 0 wt% and 1 wt% AOT are represented as circles and 
triangles, respectively. The inset shows the same data plotted versus wp
1.43
Wtri. All solid lines are 
linear fits. 




           (3.3.4) 
where νb is the effective bridging fraction of the triblock copolymer (may include 
interlocked loop/loop and loop/bridge conformations), fEP is weight fraction of EP in the 
triblock copolymer, wtri is the weight fraction of triblock copolymer in the gel (i.e., wp-
Wtri), R is the gas constant, T is absolute temperature, ρgel is gel density, and MEP(tri) is the 
EP block molecular weight in the triblock copolymer. The only factor in Equation 3.3.4 
that varies within a fixed-wp series is Wtri (assuming that the effective bridging fraction 




Equation 3.3.4 further suggests that all measured Gc values should be proportional to 
νbwtri since the effective triblock bridging fraction has been shown to vary with 




 while the remaining parameters are relatively 
constant. Scaling analysis for Gc versus wp (at fixed Wtri) reveals that νb ∝ wp
0.43
 (Figure 
A9) and, therefore, Gc ∝ wp
1.43
Wtri universally describes studied gels (Figure 3.3.4, inset). 
The values of Ge are also independent of AOT presence and increase with triblock 
copolymer concentration in wp = 20 wt% and wp = 30 wt% gels (values were not of 
sufficient magnitude to be detected in the wp = 10 wt% series) (Figure 3.3.5). The 
entanglement modulus contribution for polymers in a good solvent is anticipated to 
follow Ge ∝ went
2.25
 where went is the concentration of entangled chains. In order to 
accurately specify went in terms of concentrations discussed thus far, the dynamics of the 
various EP block conformations need to be considered relative to the time scale of tensile 
experiments. The relaxation times of EP blocks in diblock copolymers, which all reside 






 Additionally, dangling 
triblock EP loops (i.e., those not interlocked) have been shown to relax at a similar rate as 
diblocks’ EP blocks.
40
 The strain rate employed for all tensile experiments (1 %/second) 
implies that all of these dangling chains can relax every 1% strain. Triblock copolymers 
in effective bridge conformations, on the other hand, lack the capacity to relax over any 
time scale due to their topological constraint. Because of these reasons, we define went as 
the concentration of effectively bridged triblock EP blocks, νbwtri = νbwpWtri. Fitting the 
two fixed-wp series (i.e., holding fixed νb and wp) to a common exponent reveals that Ge 
∝ Wtri
2.39
 (Figure 3.3.5). Furthermore, all data collapses onto a universal curve when 




 since νbwpWtri ∝ wp
1.43




3.3.5, inset). These results are in fairly close agreement with the theoretical scaling 
exponent of 2.25. 
 
Figure 3.3.5. Entanglement modulus contribution, Ge, with varying Wtri for the wp = 20 wt% and 
30 wt% series of gels. Samples with 0 wt% and 1 wt% AOT are represented as circles and 
triangles, respectively. The inset shows the same data plotted as a function effectively bridged 
triblock concentration (i.e., wp
1.43
Wtri). Solid lines indicate Ge ∝ Wtri
2.39






Reverse Micelle Transport 
Unlike mechanical behavior, we hypothesize nanocarrier diffusion in DDOGs should 
remain largely unchanged within each fixed-wp series because total copolymer 
concentration, not network connectivity, is expected to impact mass transport.
29,30,41
 
Nanocarrier release experiments were conducted following a previously published FTIR-
based protocol in order to evaluate this hypothesis.
28
 The evolution of gel FTIR profiles 
over time (Figures A10-A12) enables determination of nanocarrier retained mass (m/m0) 
profiles for each formulation of interest. Retained mass profiles for formulations within a 
fixed-wp series, but varying in Wtri, were found to be roughly the same, whereas profiles 




values, D, from the data presented in Figure 3.3.6 is difficult because each gel 
formulation swells during reverse micelle release (see Figure A13). It is more straight-
forward, and still informative, to model data using a first-order release expression of the 
form 






                                                 (3.3.5) 
where A is a preexponential factor which accounts for burst release, meq/m0 is a constant 
that accounts for the limiting concentration of AOT in gels at long times, and k is the 
first-order release constant. Our experimental design allows meq/m0 to be determined a 
priori. Alternatively, A and k are fitted parameters. Equation 3.3.5 represents retained 
mass data well (Figure 3.3.6), and fitted k values allow for quantitative comparison of the 
retained mass profiles. 
 
Figure 3.3.6. Retained mass profiles for the wp = 10 wt%, 20 wt%, and 30 wt% series of gels at 
varying Wtri (X 100 wt%, ▼ 90 wt%, ▲ 80 wt%, ♦ 70 wt%, ■ 60 wt%, ● 50 wt%). Lines are 
average fits to each fixed-wp set using Equation 3.3.5. 
First-order release constant trends (Figure 3.3.7) are mostly consistent with retained mass 
profile observations in that there appears to be only a slight negative correlation between 










Furthermore, these correlations in Figure 8 do not describe data particularly well (R
2
 = 
0.2-0.3). Data can be separately interpreted through one-factor ANOVA, which indicates 
that Wtri does not have statistical significance in the wp = 10 wt% gel series (p = 0.074) 
and that only 1-2 values (Wtri = 70 wt%, wp = 20 wt%; Wtri = 50 wt%, wp = 30 wt%; and Wtri 
= 90 wt%, wp = 30 wt%) are significantly unique (p < 0.05) in the other two wp series. 
Conversely, examination of k values as a function of wp (Figure A14) shows a much 






 = 0.998) and one factor 




Figure 3.3.7. First-order release constants for the wp = 10 wt%, 20 wt%, and 30 wt% (indicated) 
series of gels at varying Wtri. Solid lines are linear fits to the data. 
The results presented above give experimental proof that reverse micelle transport 
depends little on Wtri and strongly on wp. Gel mesh size (i.e., the correlation length of EP 
chains in the EP/MO matrix, ξ) can be used for physical interpretation of these 
observations since D = exp(-rhy/ξ) (rhy is the hydrodynamic radius of the solute and is 













EP/MO matrix, and c
*
 is the EP overlap concentration (see the Supporting Information 
for more details).
43
 Calculated ξ values display a similar trend to first-order release 
constants: gels exhibit <2% change in ξ across the full range of Wtri and a considerable 
decrease with wp (from 5 nm (wp = 10 wt%) to 2 nm (wp = 30 wt%), Table A2). Values 
also suggest that diffusivity of reverse micelles should decrease nearly linearly with 
increasing total copolymer concentration over the range of wp = 10 wt% – 30 wt%, which 













). While k and D are not 
equivalent, mesh size arguments support our findings that k is independent of Wtri and is 
proportional to -wp. 
3.4 Conclusion 
The ABA/AB formulation approach used in this study enables gel network connectivity 
to be varied (i.e., increasing the relative amount of triblock copolymer improves 
connectivity) without altering the total copolymer concentration or other aspects of the 
gel nanostructure. Modulating gel network connectivity independent of total copolymer 
concentration allows the rate of solute transport within organogels to be decoupled from 
their mechanical behavior. Typically, these properties have a shared dependence on 
polymer concentration that links increasing gel modulus to decreasing solute transport 
rate, or vice versa. This is made clear by considering the theoretical treatment discussed 




 (since G = Gc + Ge) and D ∝ exp(-wp
3/4
). In the 
current approach, wherein wp is fixed and network connectivity is varied through 
alteration of Wtri, our results and supporting theory show that gels’ modulus exhibits a 
strong relationship with Wtri (G ∝ Wtri + Wtri
2.39




independent of relative triblock concentration. We anticipate that findings presented in 
the current manuscript will advance application of polymer gels, in particular block 
copolymer organogels for transdermal delivery applications
14,15
 wherein solute transport 
and mechanical behavior play a key role in product formulation. 
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4. Effect of Solvent Viscosity on the Mechanical and Transport 
Properties of Block Copolymer Gels 
 
4.1 Introduction 
Copolymer gels are crucial for the fabrication of materials which serve sustainability 
applications (filtration devices
1,2
, novel energy storage methods
3–5
) as well as roles in the 
medical community.
6–8
 The most notable medical application of block copolymer gels is 
the fabrication of transdermal drug-delivery patches.
9,10
 Materials for filtration, energy 
storage, and drug-delivery devices require tunable transport properties, with mechanical 
properties as a secondary consideration.   
Several experimental studies have explored tuning the transport rate of a solute through 
polymer-solvent matrices.
11–13
 These studies have found various affectors of transport 
rate, including concentration of polymer and copolymer gel microstructure. Additionally, 
theoretical studies have established several models for solute diffusion through polymer 
gel matrices.
14,15
 Hydrodynamic models utilize the Stokes-Einstein description of solute 
diffusion, which assumes the solute molecules are hard spheres which move at constant 
velocity through a continuous solvent space that imparts frictional drag on the solute 
molecules.
16
 Diffusion through a pure solvent, using the Stokes-Einstein description, 
takes the form 
                                                          𝐷0 =
𝑅𝑇
𝑁𝐴𝑓
                                                            (4.1.1) 
where 𝑅 is the ideal gas constant, 𝑇 is temperature, 𝑁𝐴 is Avogadro’s number, and 𝑓 is 
the frictional drag coefficient. The frictional drag coefficient is defined as 𝑓 = 6𝜋𝑟𝑠𝜇, 




The polymer matrix is approximated as a fixed network of hydrodynamic obstructions 
which add frictional drag to the nearby solvent. Therefore, the frictional drag on the 
solute molecules from both the solvent and polymer chains is the main descriptor used in 
hydrodynamic models.
15
 The amount of frictional drag created from the polymer network 
depends on the number of polymer chains present, which leads to the inclusion of 
polymer volume fraction in most hydrodynamic models.
15
 The diffusivity of the solute 
through the gel, 𝐷𝑔, takes the general form 
                                                              𝐷𝑔 = 𝐷0𝑓(𝜙)                                                (4.1.2) 
where 𝐷0 is the diffusivity contribution from the solvent and 𝑓(𝜙) is the diffusivity 
contribution from the polymer network, which is a function of polymer volume fraction, 
𝜙.  The exact form of the diffusivity contribution from the polymer network depends 
upon system-specific details such as polymer chain rigidity.  
For a fixed polymer gel matrix (i.e., constant 𝜙), the solvent is the only contributor of 
frictional drag on the solute that varies (𝑓(𝜙) is constant) so 𝐷0 serves as the only 
affector of 𝐷𝑔. Furthermore, if solute radius is constant, viscosity is the sole experimental 
factor that will cause a change in 𝐷𝑔. Solvent viscosity should therefore offer a simple, 
predictable way to tune the diffusivity of a solute through a polymer gel at constant 
polymer volume fraction and solute radius.  
The mechanical behavior of polymer gels is an important consideration for their use in 
several applications as mentioned above. The mechanical properties of polymer gels have 
been well characterized along with their molecular underpinnings, such as polymer 
concentration and network connectivity.
17–19




gels has been shown to be highly tunable via polymer concentration and network 
connectivity.
20,21
 However, studying the effect of solvent viscosity on the mechanical 
properties of polymer gels has thus far been accomplished via dynamic methods such as 
rheology, which show viscosity has a strain-rate dependent affect on mechanical 
behavior.
22,23
 No work has been done to establish the effect of solvent viscosity on the 
quasi-static mechanical behavior (i.e., elastic modulus) of  polymer gels. The effect of 
solvent viscosity on the quasi-static mechanical properties of polymer gels is explored 
here, and since quasi-static methods eliminate strain-rate dependence, it is anticipated 
that solvent viscosity will not have a major impact on elastic modulus values. 
The hypothesized effects of viscosity on solute diffusion in polymer gels and gel 
mechanical properties would enable gels to be judiciously designed through decoupled 
transport and mechanical properties. This study probes the mechanical and transport 
properties of copolymer gels comprised of three solvents with differing viscosities 
(squalane, 200 PO mineral oil, or 380 PO mineral oil) and 6.6, 11.3, and 15.6 wt% 
poly[styrene-b-(ethylene-co-butylene)-b-styrene] (SEBS) copolymer. The diffusivity of 
dioctyl sodium sulfosuccinate (AOT) reverse micelles is measured via time-resolved 
spectroscopy measurements and the mechanical behavior of the host gels is quantified via 
quasi-static tensile testing.  
4.2 Experimental Section 
Materials & Formulation 
All gels tested in this study were synthesized using the same poly[styrene-b-(ethylene-co-




copolymer. Hydrobrite 200 PO aliphatic mineral oil (provided by Sonneborn, LLC), 
Hydrobrite 380 PO aliphatic mineral oil (provided by Sonneborn, LLC), and squalane 
(obtained from Sigma-Aldrich) were used as gels’ midblock selective solvents, and 
toluene (VWR, ≥ 99.5%) served as the cosolvent used in gel preparation. Dioctyl sodium 
sulfosuccinate (AOT) (Sigma Aldrich, ≥ 97%) was used as the reverse micelle-forming 
surfactant. 
For gel fabrication, relevant species (copolymers, probe if desired, and chosen solvent) 
were mixed in toluene until a clear, uniform solution formed. The resulting solution was 
then subjected to rotary evaporation until all toluene had evaporated. Finally, the 
resulting gels were allowed to anneal in a vacuum oven under 0.95 atm vacuum at 120˚C 
overnight. In total, three series of DDOGs were synthesized, each with a distinct polymer 
concentration of 10 wt%, 20 wt%, or 30 wt%. Within each series, solvent identity was 
varied to be either squalane, 200 PO mineral oil, or 380 PO mineral oil. Samples were 
prepared with and without 1 wt% AOT. Following initial formulation, all samples in this 
study were preswollen. The preswelling protocol requires that each sample be placed into 
a jar of the same solvent used to fabricate the gel formulation until an equilibrium mass is 
reached. Formulations which contained 1 wt% AOT were preswelled in a solution of the 
corresponding solvent and 1 wt% AOT, while samples without AOT were simply 
preswelled in the matching oil. Preswelling was considered complete when an 
equilibrium mass was reached (determined by gravimetric measurements). The new 
concentration of copolymer in each gel series was calculated using gravimetric data. 
Final concentrations of the original 10 wt%, 20 wt%, and 30 wt% series were found to be 





Mechanical analysis was performed using uniaxial tensile testing at a strain rate of 0.2 
mm/second and gauge length of 20 mm (i.e., a strain rate of 1% per second) in order to 
probe the elastic behavior of the gels. The DDOGs were melt-pressed into uniform strips, 
which were subsequently preswelled. Resultant preswelled strips had dimensions that 
depended on initial copolymer concentration and ranged from: 8.15-9.15 mm wide x 
1.60-2.20 mm thick. Testing was conducted on an ADMET eXpert 8000 planar biaxial 
tester (only one axis was used). Three replicate strips for each formulation were tested, 
with each strip tested only once. Tensile data was fit using the fittype function in 
MATLAB. 
Reverse Micelle Release Experiments 
Each gel formulation was melt-pressed into uniform 25 mm diameter x 1.5 mm thick 
disks, which increased to ca. 30 mm diameter x 1.8 mm thickness following preswelling. 
Preswelled gels were placed into corresponding solvent baths without AOT to begin 
diffusion experimentation. Samples were periodically removed and subjected to 
gravimetric and FTIR measurements using a Thermo-Nicolet iS10 spectrometer. The 
instrument was purged with nitrogen at ambient temperature (≈20 °C), a resolution of 0.5 
cm
-1
 was used, and 32 scans/specimen were performed using a solid sample transmission 







4.3 Results and Discussion 
Solvent Characterization 
To validate that all property changes assessed below arise from solvent viscosity, the 
three solvents used to fabricate copolymer gels in this study (squalane, 200 PO mineral 
oil, and 380 PO mineral oil) were analyzed using attenuated total reflection (ATR) FTIR 
(diamond ATR crystal). The data shown in Figure 4.3.1 highlight that all three oils used 




 [C-H bending], 
2800-3000 cm
-1
 [C-H stretching]). Additionally, oil viscosities were quantified for later 
interpretation using a Brookfield DVE viscometer with small sample adapter. The 
measured values were 29.7 mPa*s for squalane, 84.7 mPa*s for 200 PO mineral oil, and 
167.9 mPa*s for 380 PO mineral oil. 
 
Figure 4.3.1. ATR FTIR spectra of the solvents used to fabricate DDOGs in this study. Spectra 






Gel Mechanical Behavior 
This study proposes a formulation scheme, alteration of solvent viscosity, which tunes the 
transport of a nanocarrier in a copolymer gel, but does not affect the quasi-static 
mechanical behavior of the gel. Therefore, the mechanical response of each gel 
formulation was quantified to investigate the effect of altering solvent viscosity on 
mechanical behavior. Uniaxial, quasi-static tensile testing was used to probe elastic 
behavior of each gel formulation. Resulting stress-strain profiles for all experimental 
formulations (those which contained 1 wt% AOT) for this study are shown below in 
Figure 4.3.2. Stress-strain profiles of control samples (those without 1wt% AOT) are 
shown in Figure B1. 
 
Figure 4.3.2. Stress-strain profiles for gels of 6.6 wt%, 11.3 wt%, and 15.6 wt% total polymer 
content, 1 wt% AOT, and varying solvent viscosity. Solid, dashed, and dotted lines represent 380 
PO, 200 PO, and squalane samples, respectively. Slip-tube network model fits for each 
formulation are shown as black lines which match the style of their experimental counterpart. 
The resulting stress-strain profiles show very little discrepancy when altering solvent 
viscosity. This result is consistent across all three series of gels (6.6 wt%, 11.3 wt%, and 




wt% vs. 15.6 wt%) is stark compared to that of samples with the same total polymer 
content but differing solvent viscosities.  
Moduli values were quantified via fitting the nonlinear, elastic stress-strain profiles to the 
slip-tube network model
24
, which describes macroscopic engineering stress, σeng, by 









2 ) 𝑓(𝜙𝑐𝑟)   (4.3.1) 
where λzz is the extension ratio (= l/l0 = 1+ε where l and l0 are sample length and gauge 
length, respectively, and ε is strain), Gc and Ge are the crosslinked network and chain 
entanglement contributions to gel modulus, respectively, and f(ϕcr) accounts for the 
volume fraction of crosslinks (ϕcr) and is calculated by f(ϕcr) = 1+2.5ϕcr+14.1ϕcr
2
. Stress-
strain profiles were fit up to 300% strain, as at greater strains they undergo an upward 
inflection that the model does not capture (Figure 4.3.2).
24
 Resulting values of Gc show 
that there is minimal change in the crosslinked network contribution to gel modulus when 
altering solvent viscosity, with only a slight upward trend in Gc of the 15.6 wt% series 
(Figure 4.3.3). The 6.6 wt% and 11.3 wt% series experienced changes in Gc of 
approximately 2 kPa and 4 kPa across all viscosity values wheras the 15.6 wt% series Gc 
values showed a difference of around 6 kPa for all viscosity values. Changes in Gc due to 
polymer concentration were far greater, on the order of 21 kPa, 25 kPa, and 24 kPa for 
squalane, 200 PO, and 380 PO samples respectively. The fluctuations in Gc values for 
differing viscosity values were negligible relative to those caused by varying polymer 
concentration, which is a commonly used modulator of gel mechanical behavior. There 





Figure 4.3.3. Crosslink modulus contribution, Gc, with varying solvent viscosity for the 6.6 wt%, 
11.3 wt%, and 15.6 wt% series of gels. Samples with 0 wt% and 1 wt% AOT are represented as 
circles and triangles, respectively. All solid lines are linear fits. 
Values of Ge also show no significant changes when altering solvent viscosity in both the 
11.3 wt% and 15.6 wt% series of gels. The 6.6 wt% series of gels have a negligible 
entanglement modulus contribution as the critical entangelement concentration is not 
reached. Changes in Ge at differing solvent viscosity were found to be, at most, ca. 1 kPa 
and 2 kPa for the 11.3 wt% and 15.6 wt% series, respectively. Changes in polymer 
concentration caused considerably larger changes in Ge, around 5 kPa, 6 kPa, and 5 kPa. 
There was no considerable change in Ge values when 1 wt% AOT was added to gels. Ge 





Figure 4.3.4. Entanglement modulus contribution, Ge, with varying solvent viscosity for the 11.3 
wt% and 15.6 wt% series of gels. Samples with 0 wt% and 1 wt% AOT are represented as circles 
and triangles, respectively. Solid lines indicate linear fits. 
Nanocarrier Transport 
The experimental scheme used here does not change temperature or the radius of the 
reverse micelle nanocarriers, and thus diffusivity values are expected to solely experience 
an inverse relationship to solvent viscosity. Organogel formulations were loaded with 1 
wt% AOT to form DDOGs. Profiles of retained mass vs time were acquired via time-
resolved FTIR measurements.
25
 Retained mass profiles for formulations containing 11.3 
wt% copolymer and varying solvents are shown below in Figure 4.3.5. Retained mass 
profiles for samples containing 6.6 wt% and 15.6 wt% copolymer are shown in Figure B2 





Figure 4.3.5. Retained mass profiles for samples comprised of 11.3 wt% copolymer and varying 
solvents. Experimental data are shown as points (○ squalane, □ 200 PO, Δ 380 PO) with model 
fits shown as dotted, dashed, and solid lines, respectively. 
Retained mass profiles were markedly different for samples comprised of the same total 
polymer content, but different solvent viscosity. Increases in solvent viscosity resulted in 
a broader retained mass profile, indicative of slower mass transport. This result is 
consistent for all three series of gels (6.6 wt%, 11.3 wt%, and 15.6 wt%). Retained mass 
profiles were modeled using the one dimensional diffusion equation, the derivation of 
which is outlined in Chapter 2. Resulting diffusivity values for each formulation are 






Figure 4.3.6. Diffusivity values for the 6.6 wt%, 11.3 wt%, and 15.6 wt% gel series vs the 
inverse of solvent viscosity. Lines are linear fits. 
Resulting diffusivity values show an inverse relationship to solvent viscosity in all three 
series of gels (6.6 wt%, 11.3 wt%, and 15.6 wt%). Slopes of the linear fits of 𝐷𝑔 vs 
1
𝜇⁄  
decreased as the concentration of polymer increased. Linear fits of 𝐷𝑔 vs 
1
𝜇⁄  produced 
slopes of 7.30x10-15 J/m, 4.72x10-15 J/m, and 3.83x10-15 J/m for 6.6 wt%, 11.3 wt%, and 
15.6 wt% samples respectively. The variation of slope values, which differ due to varying 
effects of  𝑓(𝜙), will be discussed more below. 
It is common practice when considering diffusion through gel media to normalize gel 
diffusivities using the corresponding pure solvent diffusivity. The result, 
𝐷𝑔
𝐷0
, is then 
modeled to exclusively probe the effects of the polymer network on solute diffusion. One 
popular hydrodynamic model for homogenous gels is that developed by Cukier
26
 








where 𝑘𝑐 is a copolymer/solvent-specific constant that must be determined for the system 
of interest. Fitting normalized diffusivity values to Equation 4.3.2 using the 
hydrodynamic radius of AOT (17Å) yields a 𝑘𝑐 value of 0.27 Å
-1
, which is in agreement 
with 𝑘𝑐 values of similar systems.
15
 Figure 4.3.7 shows values of normalized diffusivities 
vs polymer volume fraction, as well as, the fit of Equation 4.3.2. 
 
Figure 4.3.7. Normalized diffusivity values vs polymer volume fraction. Points are experimental 
data and the line is the model fit. 
With a better understanding of the effect of polymer concentration on solute diffusion, 
the slope values pertaining to Figure 4.3.6 can now be discussed more thoroughly. 
Rearranging Equation 4.3.2 and expanding 𝐷0 yields the following linearized expression 
for 𝐷𝑔 







                           (4.3.3) 
Theoretical slope values for 𝐷𝑔 vs 
1
𝜇⁄  are compared to the experimental slopes in Table 




Table 4.3.1. Comparison of experimental and theoretical slopes of 𝐷𝑔 vs 
1
𝜇⁄ . 
Wp (%) 6.6 11.3 15.6 
Experimental (J/m x10-15) 7.30 4.72 3.83 
Theoretical (J/m x10-15) 7.09 5.58 4.44 
 
4.4 Conclusion 
The formulation scheme utilized in this work allows for the transport rate of an 
internally-loaded nanocarrier to be tuned independently of the quasi-static mechanical 
behavior of a copolymer gel. Altering solvent viscosity had a clear effect on solute 
transport rate (increasing solvent viscosity decreases mass transport rate) while there was 
no clear effect of changing solvent viscosity on the quasi-static mechanical behavior of 
polymer gels as reflected by minimal changes in both crosslinked and entanglement 
contributions to the gel modulus. In comparison,  both mechanical behavior and transport 
rate change with copolymer concentration .   
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5.  Conclusions and Future Work 
Two formulation schemes have been utilized to independently tune the mechanical and 
transport properties of DDOGs. Changing the triblock/diblock ratio while maintaing a 
constant total polymer concentration was used to tune the gel modulus of DDOGs 
(increases in relative triblock content caused increases in moduli values) without 
significant changes to the facilitated transport of an internally-loaded nanocarrier. At a 
given transport rate, gel moduli values could be varied by as much as 30 kPa. The upper 
limit of the possible gel modulus for our system was close to 50 kPa. The materials can 
be made incredibly soft, with the lower limit being the transition from gel to viscous 
liquid.  On the other hand, altering solvent viscosity allowed for the rate of mass transport 
of an internally-loaded nanocarrier to be tuned without large changes to the elastic 
modulus of the gel. The 95% release point could be altered by as much as three weeks 
while maintaining a similar gel modulus value. A solute release of 95% could be 
achieved in as little as 1 week, or as long as 6 weeks. Both formulation schemes, along 
with their underlying relationship to structure and property alterations, serve as a major 
advancement in the understanding and implementation of block copolymers for novel 
materials, particularly transdermal delivery patches.  
The subject of future research efforts centered on developing block copolymers for 
applications in novel materials will therefore focus on further formulation schemes, 
studied primarily from the persepective of formulation-structure-property relationships. 






Figure 5.1. Linear versus star triblock copolymer architectures. 
It is the capacity of linear triblock copolymers to form bridges between crosslinks which 
affects both contributions to the gel modulus, Gc and Ge.  Each linear triblock molecule is 
capable of forming one bridge which connects two crosslinked endblock domains 
(assuming the linear triblock molecule does not form a loop). Use of a triblock with a star 
architecture, rather than linear, would potentially allow more than one bridge to form, and 
thus more than two crosslinked endblock domains to be connected per molecule of 
triblock copolymer. Furthermore, a covalent crosslink (the center of the star structure) 
would exist for each star copolymer molecule.
1
 The result would be an increased capacity 
to connect the gel network per total mass of triblock copolymer used, which is especially 
important because a terminal concentration exists in which no more triblock can be added 
and a viable gel still forms (around ~40 wt%). Use of a star triblock copolymer could 
produce gels with higher elastic modulus values, on the order of 1.5-2 or more times the 
linear triblock counterpart.
1
 While transport properties are not affected by network 
connectivity, their tunability would still benefit from the incorporation of a star triblock 




elastic modulus as its linear counterpart but would require less total copolymer to do so 
(less copolymer would be needed to achieve the same number of network connections). 
As a result, the transport rate through the gel would be faster since less total copolymer 
would be needed. In this way, the tunability of the transport properties of gels could be 
expanded through the use of star triblock copolymers.  
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Figure A1. Scattering profiles and model fits for wp = 10 wt% gels with 1 wt% AOT and varying 
Wtri (as indicated). Model fits for each formulation are shown as alternating solid and dashed 
lines. Scattering profiles have been shifted vertically by a factor of 3
n
 for visual clarity, with the 
Wtri = 50 wt% sample representing the original scale. Resultant model parameters presented in 








Figure A2. Scattering profiles and model fits for wp = 30 wt% gels with 1 wt% AOT and varying 
Wtri (as indicated). Model fits for each formulation are shown as alternating solid and dashed 
lines. Scattering profiles have been shifted vertically by a factor of 3
n
 for visual clarity, with the 
Wtri = 50 wt% sample representing the original scale. Resultant model parameters presented in 










RM (AOT headgroup) 12.714 
cr (polystyrene) 9.682 
matrix (MO/EP)  
wp = 10 wt% 8.356 
wp = 20 wt% 8.383 








Figure A3. Crosslink volume fractions for the wp = 10 wt%, 20 wt%, and 30 wt% gel series at 





Figure A4. Stress-strain profiles for gels containing wp = 10 wt%, 1 wt% AOT, and varying Wtri 







Figure A5. Stress-strain profiles for gels containing wp = 30 wt%, 1 wt% AOT, and varying Wtri 
(as indicated). Model fits for each formulation are shown as alternating solid and dashed lines. 
 
 
Figure A6. Stress-strain profiles for gels containing wp = 10 wt%, 0 wt% AOT, and varying Wtri 







Figure A7. Stress-strain profiles for gels containing wp = 20 wt%, 0 wt% AOT, and varying Wtri 




Figure A8. Stress-strain profiles for gels containing wp = 30 wt%, 0 wt% AOT, and varying Wtri 








Figure A9. Scaling analysis of Gc against wp at fixed Wtri (indicated). Data were globally fit (i.e., 
to a common exponent) and results indicate Gc ∝ wp
1.43






Figure A10. Example FTIR spectra time series for a gel containing wp = 10 wt% and Wtri = 80 
wt%. The time interval between spectra is ca. one day (moving from dark to light), and the arrow 
indicates the peak attributed to stretching of the carbonyl in AOT’s ester groups. The decreasing 






Figure A11. Example FTIR spectra time series for a gel containing wp = 20 wt% and Wtri = 80 
wt%. The time interval between spectra is ca. one day (moving from dark to light), and the arrow 
indicates the peak attributed to stretching of the carbonyl in AOT’s ester groups. The decreasing 
intensity of this peak over time is due to AOT release from gels. 
 
 
Figure A12. Example FTIR spectra time series for a gel containing wp = 30 wt% and Wtri = 80 
wt%. The time interval between spectra is ca. one day (moving from dark to light), and the arrow 
indicates the peak attributed to stretching of the carbonyl in AOT’s ester groups. The decreasing 






Figure A13. Gel swelling during release experiments for all Wtri and wp = 10 wt% (a), 20 wt% 
(b), and 30 wt% (c), as well as, wp values determined for gels at the end of release experiments. In 
(a)-(c), symbols corresponding to specific Wtri are X 100 wt%, ▼ 90 wt%, ▲ 80 wt%, ♦ 70 wt%, 
■ 60 wt%, ● 50 wt%. Values in (d) were calculated using the formula wp,end = wp,0(mgel,0/mgel,end) 
where wp,end and wp,0 are the copolymer concentrations at the end and beginning of release 
experiments, respectively, and mgel,0 and mgel,end are the gel masses at the beginning and end of 





Figure A14. First-order release constants for gels at varying total copolymer concentration. The 
line is a linear fit of the data. 
Calculation of Mesh Size 
Gel mesh size (i.e., ξ, correlation length of EP blocks within EP/MO matrix) was 
determined for various gel formulations in order to physically explain first-order release 
constant results. Gel mesh size is calculated by 








where rg is the EP block radius of gyration, cEP is EP block concentration (in the EP/MO 
matrix), and c
*
 is the EP overlap concentration. Radius of gyration is computed using 
𝑟𝑔 = √𝐶∞𝑛𝑙2/6 
where C∞ is the characteristic Flory ratio (6.5 for EP), n is the number of segments in the 
chain (3112 for EP in triblock copolymers, 1452 for EP in diblock copolymers), and l is 
segment length (0.25 nm for saturated -C-C- polymer backbone). This calculation results 








where MEP is the molecular weight of the EP block (109 kDa for triblock, 51 kDa for 
diblock) resulting in c
*




(SEP) = 0.0207 g/cm
3
. Finally, cEP is 
determined using copolymer weight fractions, Wtriwp and (1-Wtri)wSEP, and EP block 








where wEP/MO and ρEP/MO are the weight fraction (out of total gel) and density of the 
EP/MO matrix, respectively. Table A2 shows calculated values of cEP and ξ for gel 
formulations prior to swelling. Note, these values change upon swelling since gels have 

















Table A2. Calculated values of EP concentration in the EP/MO matrix and mesh size for all 
formulations under consideration (prior to swelling). 
wp (wt%) Wtri (wt%) cEP (g/cm
3
) ξ (nm) 
10 
100 0.0579 5.04 
90 0.0578 5.06 
80 0.0578 5.06 
70 0.0577 5.05 
60 0.0576 5.02 
50 0.0575 4.99 
20 
10 0.1202 2.92 
90 0.1201 2.92 
80 0.1199 2.93 
70 0.1197 2.92 
60 0.1196 2.91 
50 0.1194 2.88 
30 
100 0.1874 2.09 
90 0.1871 2.10 
80 0.1869 2.10 
70 0.1867 2.09 
60 0.1865 2.08 









Figure B1. Stress-strain profiles for gels of 6.6 wt%, 11.3 wt%, and 15.6 wt% total polymer 
content, 0 wt% AOT, and varying solvent viscosity. Solid, dashed, and dotted lines represent 380 
PO, 200 PO, and squalane samples, respectively. Slip-tube network model fits for each 
formulation are shown as black lines which match the style of their experimental counterpart. 
 
Figure B2. Retained mass profiles for samples comprised of 6.6 wt% copolymer and varying 
solvents. Experimental data are shown as points (○ squalane, □ 200 PO, Δ 380 PO) with model 






Figure B3. Retained mass profiles for samples comprised of 15.6 wt% copolymer and varying 
solvents. Experimental data are shown as points (○ squalane, □ 200 PO, Δ 380 PO) with model 
fits shown as dotted, dashed, and solid lines, respectively. 
 
